
Charles River’s end-to-end enterprise 
solution delivers institutional-class 
capabilities to support the diverse 
needs of the wealth market

Charles River’s wealth management platform allows firms to support a variety of 
wealth products on a single platform ranging from basic advisory to the sophisticated 
needs of ultra-high net worth clients.  An integral part of the Charles River Investment 
Management Solution (Charles River IMS), the offering combines wealth-specific 
capabilities with portfolio management components that meet wealth managers’ 
growing need for more institutional-class capabilities.   

The end-to-end platform is highly scalable and supports very large user, account and 
trade volumes. Comprehensive multi-asset/multi-currency functionality supports broad 
asset allocation strategies as well as tailored portfolio strategies at the single account, 
client and household level.

An integrated wealth hub automates and streamlines communication between asset 
managers and sponsors for model updates, trades/allocations, positions/cash, and 
intra-day account instructions. Rather than relying on email and learning multiple user 
interfaces to upload information separately into each sponsor’s platform, managers 
access a single dashboard for all communications, where they can securely distribute 
account and model updates to all applicable sponsors in a single click.

Hosted, managed deployment in a private cloud allows clients to leverage the economy 
of scale in Charles River’s global support teams and the expertise that comes from 
supporting a diverse client base. This simplified operating model helps clients improve 
user satisfaction, simplify day-to-day management, increase the competitive value of 
the investment platform, accelerate time-to-market, and lower operating costs. Having 
a single point of contact for software, hardware, data and connectivity saves time and 
improves accountability. 

Charles River Wealth Management
Enterprise Solution for Wealth Managers and Financial Advisors  

Key Benefits
• Increase advisor productivity and 

engagement in high-touch client 
relationships

• Support discretionary and non-
discretionary management 
workflows 

• Handle all assets classes, including 
mutual funds, ETFs, futures, 
options and fixed income

• Monitor and comply with 
Investment Policy Statements as 
well as client and firm restrictions

• Improve efficiency and accuracy in 
communicating with sponsors

• Access portfolios anywhere – via  
desktop, web browsers, tablets 
and smartphones



Users can deploy Charles River’s wealth 
management platform via desktops, 
web browsers and mobile devices 

About Charles River 
Charles River provides an enterprise solution to automate the investment management process 
across asset classes and streamline front and middle office operations for buy-side firms. A single 
solution integrates software, hosting, application management, data, and FIX connectivity
to support portfolio management, performance and risk, compliance monitoring, order and 
execution management and post trade processing. The company has more than 350 clients in 
43 countries in the institutional asset and fund management, alternative investments, wealth 
management, insurance, banking, hedge funds and pension markets.
www.crd.com

 
Charles River Development reserves the right to change plans, priorities and future enhancements at any 
time without notice. (Updated May 2014)

Key Capabilities

Anytime, Anywhere Access 
Charles River offers flexible delivery options to accommodate different wealth manager 
needs, including desktop, web browsers and mobile access.  All functions use the same 
processes behind the scenes regardless of access method, allowing consistent results.

Charles River Anywhere supports browser-based construction and management of 
Multi-Strategy Portfolios (MSP), Unified Managed Accounts (UMA) and Unified Managed 
Household (UMH) portfolios.  The wealth platform’s flexibility enables firms to manage their 
portfolios by a central desk, by advisors or in a hybrid manner.  

The web-based architecture makes it easy to deploy Charles River’s wealth platform for 
thousands of users, enabling wealth managers, financial advisors and other investment 
professionals to securely monitor and manage real-time portfolio, trade, compliance and 
post-trade information.  A fully configurable dashboard allows financial advisors to quickly 
personalize information to manage complex accounts and client relationships. 

Charles River Mobile meets the wealth market’s demand for mobility by giving managers 
a “big picture” view of their portfolios via iOS and Android devices.  The intuitive dashboard 
allows portfolio managers to monitor asset allocations, track portfolio exposures, and view 
top holdings based on the latest trade information. Wealth managers can drill down into 
accounts to monitor clients’ investments and positions, track open orders and trades, and 
respond to compliance alerts.  Financial advisors can make in-person client meetings more 
interactive by using tablets as graphical reporting and presentation tools.

• Rebalance high volumes of SMA, 
UMA and UMH accounts

• Construct characteristic-based 
allocation models and custom 
benchmark portfolios

• Ensure tax-efficient and tax-
optimized portfolios across 
households

• Handle portfolio, compliance, 
trade and post-trade activities via 
web browsers

• Customize portfolios, household-, 
and multi-generation-oriented 
views

• Centralize maintenance of all 
underlying performance data in a 
single system

• Monitor firm compliance and risk 


